**READING LIST OF McSIRG** (to be amended)

(Please note: ‘*’ identifies the item as required background reading)

**SYNTAX-MORPHOLOGY-PHONOLOGY**

Adger, David. 2007 'Stress and Phasal Syntax' *Linguistic Analysis* 33:238-266.


SYNTAX-SEMANTICS


Bhatt, Rajesh. and Shoichi Takahashi. to appear. Reduced and unreduced phrasal comparatives. *Natural Language and Linguistic Theory*.


Hackl, Martin. 2009. On the grammar and processing of proportional quantifiers: *most* versus *more than half*. *Natural Language Semantics* 17:63-98.


Nissenbaum, Jon and Bernhard Schwarz. 2009. Parasitic gaps in degree phrases. submitted.


SYNTAX-SEMANTICS-PHONOLOGY (focus, ellipsis, scope, etc.)


Richards, Norvin. 2006. Beyond strength and weakness. Ms. MIT. lingBuzz/000325

Richards, Norvin. 2009. Beyond strength and weakness: wh-movement, head-movement, and EPP. (Handout)


http://www.ling.udel.edu/tomioka/papers/main.html


